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Measurement Review
Today we talked about how to solve algebraic problems involving measurement. I do
this by picking some unknown measurement to be represented by my variable ("x"),
and then rewriting whatever other measurements I know in terms of x until I arrive at a known
measurement and thus am able to solve.

Example: Anne has a string that is one inch longer than Bob's, and Anne and Bob between them have an
amount of string equal to Charlie. Together, all three have 10 inches. How much does each have?
If we call Anne's string x, then Bob's is one inch longer: (x + 1). Charlie's is the sum of those two: (x + (x
+ 1)). Adding all three gives me ten, so x + (x + 1) + (x + x + 1) = 10. I can solve this to find that 4x = 8,
so x = 2. Going back to my definitions, if Anne has two inches, Bob has 3 and Charlie has 5.

Notice how I have solved this problem by 1) Drawing out lengths that meet the criteria, 2) Picking one
length to label x, and 3) Writing the length of each other line in terms of x.

. 1 Show how to cut the line below into two pieces, one of which is two inches longer than the other.

. 2 A small business orders a huge submarine sandwich for its quarterly meeting. Lunch will be eaten in
focus groups divided up by department, so they want to split the sandwich such that each department
gets its fair share. The marketing department has 5 members, the sales department has three, and the
research and development (R & D) department has 13 people. Draw lines showing how the sandwich
should be split up, being as precise as you can.

In case you don't have inch and centimeter rulers available, you can use the ones printed below.



. 3 Plot the six numbers listed below on a number line. You can decide how big intervals you want to use
on your number line.

150, -100, 30, -170, 230, 267.2, -220.3

Hint: If you want to draw a really accurate number line and you have no ruler handy, first draw a
straight line using the edge of a piece of scrap paper, then pick a length for one tick mark on that line,
and use the scrap paper to copy that length over and over down the line.

. 4 Below, fill in what numbers are pointed to by the five arrows, to the best degree that you are able to
estimate.

a) b) c)

d) e)

. 5 On the number line below, plot and label the four points given. Think carefully about the length of
each segment and what decimal part of that segment each number should go to!

a) 50 b) 325 c) 105

d) 70 e) 288 f) 307


